Abstract -We measured AC transport current loss of II high current density YBCO tape conductor. Thc tape conductor was made by depositing YBCO thin layer of -1pm thick on a LaAIO, singlc cryatal wbstratc and its critical current was around lOOA at OT and 77K. Thc loss datn deviated from the Norris curves for the elliptical and strip models.
I. INTRODUCTION
A current limiter is one of most promising HTS power dcvices. A thin layer YBCO conductor has a property suitable for a supcr-to-normal transition type current limiter bccause the resistivity o f n thin layer YBCO is high whcn it is qucnchcd, Thin layer YBCO tape conductors with nonmetallic substrates were developed for current timiters by Toshiba [I] . The YBCO layer of lpni thick was deposited by R pulsed laser abrasion method on a single crystal LahlO, substrate of lOOmm long, IOinni wide and lnim thick. The critical current 1, of the conductor wns wound 1 O D h and the J, wns 106 Aicin' at 77K and OT. AC transport current loss is an important characteristic of conductor used for a current limiter and we measured the AC transport current loss o f the YBCO tape, The loss data deviated from the Norris curves [2] for the elliptical and strip models. We studied a reason for this deviation to understand AC transport loss Charactcristics of IITS hpes. We assumed that the deviation of the ineasurcd loss d a h from the Norris curves was due to inhomogeneous J, distribution In the papcr, experimental and analytical results are presented and the validity of our analytictil model to calc~tlate thc AC transport current loss is examined.
Thc wansfer current loss showed frequency dependency. The frcqucncy dependency is cxplaincd also in this paper by assuming that the AC transport currcnt loss has hysteretic and eddy-current like loss components, 11. Ac TI~ANSPORT CURRENT Loss MUASUREMENT The AC transport current losses o f the YBCO tape conductor were incasured by the four tcl-tninal methods using a lock-in nmplifier. I, of the tape was 98A (1 pVlcm) at 77K and OT. In the experiinent a peak of an AC current was more than 10OA. Therefore, special c a m nced to be taken to redme inductive voltage component in thc signal from the potential taps attached on the tape conductor. The potential leads arrangement and measurement circuit used in our experiment are schematically shown in Fig, 1 [3 It is shown in Fig. 5 that the analytical and experimental results of tlic hysteretic AC transport current losses agree well if it is assumed that J, in the edge area is highcr than that in thc center area as shown in Fig. 4 . Ilowever, the niewsurcd .I, distribution shows that the J, in one sIde of the edge wren is In the Norris models cnlculaiing hysteretic AC trnnspott current losses, it is assumed that J, is constant in the cross section of tlie wirc and that the current distributes according to Ihe Dean model in the wire. Wc consider thc main reason that the measured AC transpoit current losses of the tape were deviated from the " i s cutvcs i s inhomogeneous J, distribution in the cross section of the tilpe. We made an analytical model to investigate influences of the inhoinogeneous J, distribution on the AC transport current losses due to hystcretic losses [3]. In thc model, we assumed the cross section of a wirc was round for the simplicity of the aiialysis, We also assumed that the time dependent local current density J(r,i) and the local critical current density J,(r.) of the wire at r from thc ccnter of the wire nrc radially symmetric m d that the local electric field lf(r,f) which is also radially synimetric follows the power-law E-J chnractcristics;
Whcre Eo is tlie electric field where J, is defincd. When an AC transport current is applied to the wire, J(r,t) and E(r,t) are obtained by solving electromagnetic equations considering the E-J characteristics of Eq. (1). Then the AC transport current loss pcr one cycle QT is calculated froin 8 and .J.
The calculated results using our modcl of tlic round wirc are applicable to the elliptical wire without error if thc n value in Eq. (1) is infinity (the l h n model) but there appear soinc errors for low n value. To check the validity of our model, we compflred the AC transport current loss of an elliptical wire calculatcd using the finite dcmcnt method (PEM) with that cnlciilated by our method, The errors betwccn our annlysis and the FEM analysis arc 20 -25% explained as follows. In tlic analysis, we assuined that the J, distributions were radially symmetric for thc simplicity o f the analysis. However, the annlytical values are iiot much changed eveti if the 4: distributions are modified to be radially asymmetric, as explained in Pig. 8, at least until the outer highest J, area is saturatcd. Tn the analysis, co-centric round shape J, distributions were assiiincd (Fig. 8 a) ) and, in the modified .I, distribution, the centers of J, distributions for Jc2
and .ic3 are departed from the center for JcI (Fig. 8 b) ). The modificd round shape .I, distributions of Fig. 8 b) became as shown in Fig. 8 c) wlien the round shape is transformed to an clliptical shape. Then, average J, of the subdivided strips become as show in Fig. 8 d) . In Pig. 9, J, distributions in the tape thus estimated from the analytical J, distributions are shown and compared with the measured average J, s in the subdivided strips. The analytically cstimated J, distributions reflect qualitatively the measured results. We consider that the discrepancy between the measured AC transpoit current losscs due to the hysteresis and the Norris curve is caused by thc inhomogeneous J, distribution in the cross section of the tape.
Frequency dependency
We consider that the frequency dependency of the AC transport current losses (Fig. 3) We assume QT is expressed as follows.
Qd i s considered proportional lo iz and f and expressed as Q,,, We consider the loss is dominated by the hyskrclic component in a relatively low frequency rcgion. Therefore, we assume Q, in Eq. (2) is given by the analytically calculated losses which are fit to the measured curve €or f = 3oTk (Fig. 4) . The value of CI: is determined by fitting Bq. (2) to the measured QT vs. fcurve for a low valuc of i ( i 4 . I I ) in Fig.3 
VI. CONCI.ISIONS
We measured AC transport current losses of the YBCO tapes. The losses were deviated from Norris curves for thc elliptical and strip modcls and had frequency dcpendcncy. We studied causes for those phenomena. The conclusions of thc study are as follows;
The AC transport current losses of the YBCO tape conductor contain hysteretic and eddy-current like loss components. 
